
Symphony Plus™  

ice and water dispenser base stand accessories

Dispenser model Base stand description Base stand model

12CI425A

base stand only 12BASE-00
base stand with standard 
carbon filter 12BASE-CF
base stand with high capacity 
carbon filter 12BASE-HC
base stand with carbonless high 
capacity filter 12BASE-CL

25CI425A/W
50CI425A/W

base stand only 25AND50BASE-00
base stand with standard 
carbon filter 25AND50BASE-CF
base stand with high capacity 
carbon filter 25AND50BASE-HC
base stand with carbonless high 
capacity filter 25AND50BASE-CL

110CT425A/W

base stand only 110BASE-00
base stand with standard 
carbon filter 110BASE-CF
base stand with high capacity 
carbon filter 110BASE-HC
base stand with carbonless high 
capacity filter 110BASE-CL

Stainless steel base stand transforms Follett ® countertop 
dispensers into freestanding dispensers. All bases include stainless 
steel exterior and interior, and stainless legs with adjustable 
flanged feet.

Space-saving design
- base stand frees up valuable counter space
- low maintenance, stainless steel exterior and interior offer 

good looks and long service life
- base stands transform countertop dispensers into freestanding 

models that can be used with wall drain without the need for a 
condensate pump

Available with or without factory installed water filter system
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Dispenser model W 1 D 1 H1 1 H2 1 Ship wt

12CI425A 17.50"
(44.4 cm)

22.00" 
(55.9 cm)

65.50" 
(166.4 cm)

33.00"  
(83.8 cm)

80 lb 
(36 kg)

25CI425A/W 22.75"
(57.8 cm)

24.75" 
(62.9 cm)

69.00" 
(175.3 cm)

33.00" 
(83.8 cm)

110 lb 
(50 kg)

50CI425A/W 22.75" 
(57.8 cm)

24.75" 
(62.9 cm)

73.00" 
(185.4 cm)

33.00" 
(83.8 cm)

110 lb 
(50 kg)

110CT425A/W 26.25" 
(66.7 cm)

29.38" 
(74.6 cm)

86.00" 
(218.4 cm)

33.00" 
(83.8 cm)

140 lb 
(64 kg)

1 Includes flanged feet.
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Optional filter system 
available factory 
installed in base.


